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CELLS, HUMANS and SOCIETIES.
HOW ARE THEY REGULATED?
Our bodies are designed and constructed by their cells. In the same manner, our societies are
designed and constructed by their individuals. There exist natural forces influencing and
guiding the cells and human-individuals by their activities. Therefore, it is important to know
the basic concepts of natural developments, then, they have to build the "constitutions" of a
healthy social life-styles. All problems (inflation, terrors, unemployment, corruption, etc.)
occurring in to-day-societies are the results of this dissonance.
WHAT IS LIFE?
Life is a span of time. Therefore to understand life, we must first analyze the TIME.
Hundred years ago there were no electrical devices; five thousand years ago no metallic
devices; ten thousand years ago no dishes or spoons; 5 million years ago there were no
human beings; 100 million years ago, there was dinosaurs instead of mammals and a
tethys sea instead of our countries; 500 million years ago there was no terrestrial life at
all; 3 billion years ago, no animals and plants; 4.5 billion years ago no life at all on our
planet; 5 billion years ago, there was no Earth; and ca. 15 billion years ago, there was no
cosmos at all, but a very dense (energy full) and very small sphere instead, consisting
only of sub atomic particles. Taking it all in all, we are living in a continuously changing
and metamorphosing nature. "Time" is an indicator of those changes and
transformations fulfilled by the flow of energy. (When all things in the world (or cosmos)
were frozen like in a snapshot and no movements or actions were there, how could we
perceive "the time"?)
All humanity believed to live in a suddenly created and shaped world, until STENO
(1669) ascertained "beds" with rests of marine organisms in mountain ranges. So he
concluded that our world was shaped and created in marine environments, in
continuous steps following each other so that the "lower beds must be older than the
overlaying beds". So born the geology - palaeontology and the reconstruction of the
earth and life history began.
"Changes and transformations" are first observed by Darwin and Wallace in animal
kingdoms and called evolution. Nearly one century later Einstein proved the
evolutionary nature of our cosmos and the term time was described also as the 4th
dimension meaning the metamorphosing nature of our cosmos. As the consequences of
these statements a much shorter definition of time is possible: Time is the indicator of
evolutions.
Because life is a span of time, then life is a step of the evolution!
HOW CELL CONSCIOUSNESS DEVELOPS?
All life processes are evolutionary phenomena. All our feelings and emotions are the













joyous, then some kind of energy is transformed from one form to another. "Individual
lives are evolutionary steps" and "evolution" is inherent in all life-processes.
All phenomena are interplay between matter and energy. By this interplay energy create
polarity in combination-stiles of matter, which further increase the combination
potential of the created items. (See main text for further detail.) Energy is the stabilising
factor or glue of combined units. "A dish on the top of a rod" continue to stay there
(make a combination with the rod) if the dish has got a rotational momentum, and fall
down if the momentum cease.
As the consequence of these bonds (which are certain kinds of energy storage), each cell
"know" in which conditions, in which form they have to develop; how many organs they
have to build, etc. Therefore we can say that energy is converted into "knowledge",
leading to the phenomena known as "self - assembly" in the organic world. This
"knowledge" in the organic world is written with A(denine) - T(hymine) and C(ytosine)
- G(uanine), which are called "the 4 nucleotides or bases". These nucleotides also have
polarised structures and can be attached to each other by "covalent diester bonds"
enabling long polynucleotide chains (DNA or RNA chains). Furthermore they have a
second kind of "polarity": "A" can combine with "T" and "C" can combine with "G",
so that a double helix structure arise. From the ternary combinations of those four
letters are developed the "words" of organic world (amino acids). As expected, these
amino acids also are "polarized" and they build long chains of polypeptides by "peptide
bonds". Genes came into being in this manner and are considered as "sentences" of the
"cell-books".
Suppose you are writing a letter to your child, where you explain how to make
something. Getting this letter and applying all indicated points your child can fulfils
great works! But without those instructions, he or she can't do anything. Here lays the
importance of knowledge, which is a senseful combination of words; a product of
tiresome, intricate works, achieved by consuming so much energy. Hence all kinds of
knowledge (be it of humans or of cells) are established by testing. Therefore we can say
that "knowledge" is compressed, condensed experiences, in fulfilling the tasks with less
energy than before.
Genes are the equivalents of such "letters": cells store their experiences in form of DNA
codes described above and hand down them to their descendants, so that they can make
use of them and doesn't expend so much energy in fulfilling the presumed task, as they
parents have spent for gathering this "knowledge".
When a child grows up, the reproductive organs develop and begin to function, i.e. they
begin to re-write their hereditary "knowledge books". Each cell in the body has a
"copy" of this book and the "jobholders" begin with the "re-writing". The "germinal
epithelium cells" of the reproductive organs (ovary or testis) produce the first "copies"
(oögonia or spermatogonia). Those are processed further within the body and the
existing conditions of the environment are reflected to the writings. Because the living
conditions of organism are due to continuous changes, the copies are produced always
under different conditions and these changes are imperatively reflected to the copies.
(The environmental conditions outside of the body are reflected within the body,
indirect by the things we eat, drink, breath, smell or sense other wise; direct through
radiation (like X-ray, neutrino or similar) going through our bodies and influencing
directly the cells and their components.)
Therefore each "new cell-book" has more
or less differences from those of their
ancestors. For this reason each new-born
has more or less different outlook than
their parents.
Some times the environmental conditions
may show very abrupt and great changes
and consequently the "cell-books" written
in these circumstances may have very great
differences from the preceding ones. In
those cases the new-born may have quite
different peculiarities.
In this manner the cells have handed down
their "experiences" to their offspring since
the begin of life on the earth and today
their descendants continue to follow the
instructions written in those books and the
life cycle goes on. In this manner individual
life becomes a small part of the greater
evolutionary life cycle. (In the life process
of an individual one can see the
development of evolution: egg-phase, morula- blastula- gastrula-phases, fish-phase,
reptile-phase, mammal-phase, disproportionate new-born, well proportionate teenager
without any wrinkles, adult with beginning wrinkles, hunchbacked senile with many
wrinkles and breakdown.
We see that each unit of our cosmos (be it molecules, cells, or other smaller or greater
units) has the ability to "sense" the conditions and situations around itself and react
accordingly. Inorganic matter have a lesser ability in this aspect. A thermostat or a
robot can adapt themselves only to a certain range of conditions; they can't make
readjustments in their structures for adaptation to changing conditions around. But
organic cells can recognise the changeovers in the environment and make the necessary
adjustments in their structures, enabling them to adapt to the new conditions. If we
define the consciousness as the ability of a body to be aware of the situations and
conditions in and around itself, and to make the necessary adjustments in their
structures (or constitutions) for adaptation to the environment and its continuously
changing conditions, then we must accept that the cells must have also their own
consciousness. Their subjective experiences are reflected in the immense amount of
individuals, each one with more or less different genetic codes then others. According to
its content, they construct our bodies and determine our thinking and behavior.
(Mentally retarded humans, or babies, are similar to inorganic matters in this respect;
they can't solve their problems; therefore their consciousness is not developed.)
Finally we can say, that the inhabitants of our body, "our cells", have their own
"consciousness system", their own "language", and their own "books". According to
their content, they construct our bodies. The consciousness system of our cells becomes
the subconsciousness system of ourselves, and humans begin to develop their own
consciousness system to sense and react according to the conditions around themselves.
CONSCIOUSNESS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT OF HUMANS
The main steps in the
development of human
consciousness can be traced back
from historical, archaeological
and anthropological data (see
figure below) and summarized as
follows:
• First human beings
appeared ca. 2.5 million
years ago and was only
able to produce small stone
flakes from hard rocks and
used them as cutting
devices.
• About 500 thousand years
ago they were able to
control fire.
• Until about 30 thousand
years ago there was no
great differences between
humans and other animals.
Since that time there is a
great improvement in the
development of human consciousness.
• Ca. 25-30 thousand years ago, they began to think about "life and its creation"
and produced the first pregnant female figurines as symbols of creativity.
• Ca. 15-20 thousand years ago they began to think about "time and life relations",
concluded a second life after death; so began the entombing with (precious)
belongings.
• Ca. 10 thousand years ago they were compelled to develop a communal life style
and began to think how to regulate this new system. (For more information about
"why, when and where the first civilisation started?" see Gedik 1998)
• Ca. 5 thousand years ago "the remnants of the first civilisation = Sumerians
invented the "script" and since then we have written documents about the
development of consciousness systems.
• Sumerian scripts reveal that they had a 2-dimensional world view: their world
consists of a flat earth like an inverted dish in an ocean. The space below this flat
earth is called great below, which is thought also as 2-dimensional, "where dwell
the underworld or chthonic deities". The space above the earth is called "great
above", "where dwell sky gods". Accordingly, the Sumerian universe consists of
three sandwiched layers; Heaven, Earth and Hell. The terms "heaven and hell"
are cosmological parts of Sumerian thoughts.
• The ideas of Sumerians about the development of the world was so: As humans
create bowls or knifes and are their proprietors, so world must be created by a
much greater immortal creator, being its owner. In this manner each item must
have one possessor: Sun god (Utu), Moon goddess (Inanna, sister of Utu), god of
the sea and rivers (Enki), Shepherd-king Dumuzi (who wed Inanna!), etc..
(Sumerian scripts reveal that at that time, human consciousness must be rather
confused, because facts and fancy can't be distinguished (Kramer 1961, 1963).
Their "gods" are "human-like" and arranged hierarchically similar to human
families; those "human-like gods" creates "normal humans or slaves" for their
personal services from marine clay; etc.) This kind of reasoning led to
authoritarian hierarchy and ownership system development.
With time the consciousness level of humans improved further and they began to
distinguish better between "fact and fancy". Many of the older ideas seemed
unreasonable with time; but because of their dogmatic nature they couldn't call them in
question; so were humans compelled to establish a new category of terms called
"metaphysic" and put all those kind of ideas in this "drawer".
• Two dimensional world-view lasted until Newton'ian time, with some small
changes, e.g. the border of the flat earth extended to Atlantic Ocean to the west,
and India-China to the east. With the discovery of gravitational force, people
began to develop a 3-dimensional consciousness system, where the world and
solar systems are thought as spherical units. In the 3-dimensional universe, there
was no place for "heaven and hell" of Sumerians; therefore they were put also in
"metaphysic drawer". (In 2-dimensional consciousness system there is only one
direction, where objects can stay: from bottom to top. They lack the gravitational
consciousness, so that they thought, the earth can not be spherical, because the
people on the reverse side couldn't stay there; they had to fall down! )
• In the last century the traditional cosmological ideas were changed too and
evolutionary nature (4-dimensionality) of our universe was established and
humans began to evaluate the time and life with quite new aspects.
Although the spherical nature of our world are taught in schools, the 2-dimensional
concept is still very effective among human beings and the 4-dimensional consciousness
system is still unfamiliar to humans.
WHAT ARE REASONING DISORDERS?
We are living in a sea of energy fields. In this sea, energy flows continuously through
matters (and hence our bodies) and influence thereby their behaviour. This influence
arise through interactions of the constituting parts (cells, its organelles and their
molecules) with energy flowing through them. These interactions begin first in the
smallest parts of the units. They adapt themselves to the conditions ruling around and
undergo some changes accordingly. These changes and transformations influence the
behaviour of the greater units, namely that of the cells. So the cells begin to change
according to the transformations accomplished in the organelles or other subunits.
These changes in cells influence the behaviour of the "greater units", in our case of
human beings, so they begin to "change". The changes in the thoughts and behaviours
of humans influence the constitutions of the societies! As a consequence of this
continuous changeover all life forms have developed some kind of detectors (sense
organs) to get information about the environment around themselves. The data gathered
by these sense organs must reflect the correct situations around the beings; otherwise
reasoning disorders
arise in the interpreting
systems of organism.
The sensory organs of a
body are the sole
mediators of the cells
inside of the body-wall;




all the visual, auditory
or other kind of data
we transmit to our cells
must reflect the real
conditions of the
environment we live in.
Because the brains of
our children are fed
automatically (via




time, second life after
death, "a soul in hearts
instead of cellular
processes in our bodies", etc.), but we are living in a 4-dimensional world, consequently
the reasoning systems of our brain cells could not be "wired" properly! Therefore we
develop a defective consciousness system through our traditions! This lead to severe
consciousness defects which are the main hurdle in human understandings
.
Zenon's paradox is a good example to show how the cells of human brains are organised
to solve their problems. Achilles race against a tortoise; Achilles can run ten times more
swiftly than tortoise, therefore 100 m advance is given to tortoise. The race begins.
Normal Reasoning: while Achilles runs the 100 m advance in 10 seconds, tortoise can
run only 10 m; in the next second Achilles runs another 10 m while the tortoise can run
only 1 m so that the tortoise is outrun already in 11 seconds.
Influenced Reasoning: while Achilles is running the 100 m advance, the tortoise runs
another 10 m; while Achilles is running this 10 m, the tortoise runs another 1 m; while
Achilles is running this 1 m, the tortoise runs another 1/10 m; while Achilles is running
this 1/10 m, the tortoise runs another 1/100 m; while Achilles is running this 1/100 m, the
tortoise runs another 1/1000 m; and it continues so on. That means Achilles can never
catch or outrun the tortoise!
Only very potent brains can understand the illogic in this behaviour; normal human
brains can't understand it.
In the nature the hierarchical system is from (bottom) small components to (top) greater units.
That means: societies or states are designed and constructed by humans; humans are designed
and constructed by their cells; cells are designed and constructed by their components; an so
on; the effective forces lie always on the bottom or on the side of smaller components. This
natural system is called synergetic system. But the traditional hierarchies are from top to
bottom: societies or states are governed by persons representing the holy force; humans are
subjects of the governors or lords; and there are no cells or other kinds of smaller subunits at
work! This is the authoritarian system! Humans thinking in authoritarian system are
influenced so that they can evaluate only "from top to bottom"; they can't organise themselves
to social units; they need a leader! Humans thinking in synergetic system can evaluate from
"bottom to top"; they can organise themselves easily to social units; there are no leaders, but
coordinators.The main cause of the reasoning disorder is the paralysing effect of the
authoritarian systems on the organisation styles of the brain cells as shown in Zenon paradox.
THE SOLUTION
We are living in a
continuously changing
and metamorphosing
universe, but the brain
cells of our children are




The consequence is that
since the begin of the
human civilisation we are
ruining the future of our
children, without being
aware of that "we are
cutting our throat".
Nearly all nations are
aware of the fact that the
consciousness system of
children are not
completed until the age of adulthood. That means, that they can be fed with wrong or
right data in this period. That bring us to the solution: Nothing should be taught in
childhood, what couldn't be taught in adulthood! The reason is following: If it is true
what we intend to teach, then we can teach it also in adulthood, because the reasoning
system of humans can accept all reasonable items in adulthood. But if the items we
intend to teach are not accepted in adulthood, then they can't be true!
• These are false informed cells, who let us behave unreasonably.
• These are false informed cells, who let us have bad habitudes.
• These are reasoning disorders that let us make war.
• These are reasoning disorders that make terrorist or assassins of humans.
• These are reasoning disorders that make slave or lord of humans.
• Because of reasoning disorders we are carrying on an ecologically incompatible
life styles.
• Because each one has a different kind of reasoning disorder, humans are
generally debating without a final agreement.
• These are reasoning disorders that let humans have so many social problems.
• And reasoning disorders arise through misinformation of our cells.
• Because life is only a step in a continuous changeover system, its aim and scope
should be the integration into this evolving system.
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